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SHIN MURAKOSHI: 50 YEARS WITH ORIENTEERING 

TOKYO URBAN ADVENTURE2024 – UNDER THE SKY OF JONAN DISTRICT  

 

Date 29th April, 2024 

Organizer: TEAM Ajari Club-Ajari 

As of 6 a.m. on the day of the event, in such events as a storm warning being issued, the event 

may be canceled. Please contact to Shin (+81-80-5159-4593).

 

GREETING 

 The third event of Shin Murakoshi: 50 years with orienteering is rogaining in the urban areas 

using old maps. The Jonan district, where Shin studied hard during his high school days, is 

geologically composed of the Shimosueyoshi-surface and the Musashino-surface. Especially, 

Shimosueyoshi-surface, which was deposited in older times, is a mecca for the topography lovers. 

For the three years of high school days, Shin has been holding the Tortoise 3-day event every 

year, while keeping his hopes of making the leap into the world in his heart. Enjoy the nostalgic 

feel of the Jonan district with old maps. The social gathering after the event was held at Yabu 

Proof of passing the checkpoint is taking a photo. 

A digital camera or camera-equipped cell phone/smartphone is required. Please be sure 

to carry a phone with you. 
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Soba, which is run by Shin's old friend Mr. Toyoshima in front of the station. The rivals from 

those days and old friends from Hong Kong will also be there. I am happy to be able to provide an 

opportunity to make old stories bloom. 

 

EVENT VENUE 

Sanya Kaikan: 152-0004 東京都目黒区鷹番３丁目４−２１ Takaban3-4-21, Meguro 

https://takaban-juku.net/chokai-jichikai/sanyakita/kaikan/sanya-kaikan.html 

3 min walk from Gakugei daigaku on Tokyu Toyoko-line (TY05) （redspeech bubble in map below） 

 

EVENT SCHEDULE 

Reception  9:00～ Sanya Kaikan  

Start   10:00～10:30 

Finish  14:00～14:30 

Time-keeping  14:00～14:50 

Social gathering16:30（Yabu soba）～18:30 

 

https://takaban-juku.net/chokai-jichikai/sanyakita/kaikan/sanya-kaikan.html
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EVENT FLOW 

Reception 

Please fill in the necessary information on the entry sheet on the final page of the program. 

After submitting, please receive the program, map, zippered plastic bag, and souvenir. There is 

no specific Route planning time. Please start after about 20 minutes of route planning time by 

yourself. There will be no competition explanation at the start. Notes specific to this event are 

also written on the map. Venue: The venue is on the 1st and 2nd floors of Sanya Kaikan. A portion 

of the second floor will be used as a changing room for women. You can leave your luggage there 

during the competition, but space is limited, so please pack your belongings. Please bring your 

valuables with you. 

Start 

The start is Himonya Park (shown on the map at the venue on the day). You can freely start 

between 10:00 and 10:30. Take a picture of the clock (digital clock display on your PC) at the 

start. 

Finish 

The finish will be at the same place as the start (marked with a △ on the map; Depending on the 

weather, it will be at Sanya Kaikan). If the time limit has passed, please stop the competition 

and go back to the venue. If you exceed the time limit by 20 minutes, you will be disqualified. 

At the finish, please take a picture of the clock as you did at the start. That will be your 

finishing time. Photo confirmation after finishing is a self-check. Please pick up a CP photo 

form at the finish at the Sanya Kaikan reception, fill in the CP you received, calculate your 

score, and submit it to the staff. The staff will check your scores as well. In addition, the 

photos of top prize winners will be checked. 

Technical information 

Map: Surveyed in Meiji 42, 1：20000topo-map “Setagaya” and “Nakano”. Map size is A3 

(portrait) . Stream and marshes are marked with blue. Otherwise, black and white. Current map is 

also given for emergency evacuation, but the competitors result who see the current map will be 

open. 
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Event area:  6km east/west and 8km north/south whose center is Gakugei Daigaku. The area is 

located in Jonan district(south of imperial palace) of Tokyo, including Meguro-

surface/Shimosueyoshi-surface rich in topographic details. Although the map is old, the details 

are generally well described. Maximum running time is 4 hours. 42 check points, and total score 

is 188. 

Passage of check points is proved by photographing. Please take the same photo on the photo 

sheet. Scores for passing points are shown on the map and photo sheet. The number at 10th place on 

the map and photo sheet is the score of the point (e.g. 10 for 1 point, 21 for 2 points). If you 

exceed the time limit, 5 points will be deducted for each minute. Ranking will be based on the 

one with the most points. In case of a tie, the one who finishes first wins. 

 

OTHER EVENT NOTICE 

Please take care not to cause any inconvenience to anyone other than the competitors, or to make 

them feel unsafe. This is an urban area, so please be considerate of other pedestrians. In this 

event, we will run a marshal runner. If the event notice are not followed and it is judged that 

it poses a nuisance or danger to third parties, penalties such as disqualification will be 

imposed. 

Consideration for safety: Please act with your own safety in mind. Please obey traffic laws. 

Especially when crossing roads with traffic lights and crosswalks, cross there. Always pay close 

attention to vehicle traffic. 

Please carry a mobile phone and contact the contact information listed on the map in case of an 

emergency. 

・Please do not enter private houses or restricted areas. Even if there is no marking on the map, 

please use your common sense. Please follow social common sense when photographing. There are 

also points within the grounds of some shrines and temples. Please behave in moderation, such as 

walking on the premises and not making loud noises. 

Point photographs are taken from December 2023 to March 2024. In areas where the situation has 

changed (for example, entry has been closed due to recent construction), please flexibly deal 
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with the situation, such as taking a landscape photo that shows the overall image of the area 

from the closest location. 

You may also use convenience stores and vending machines in the competition area. There are also 

toilets located throughout the park. Please use these according to common sense. 

Please do not throw trash on the course. 

There are no particular regulations regarding clothing or belongings during the competition. 

Please dress appropriately as this is a city area. 

Recreational accident insurance will cover, but there is a limit to the amount. In the event of 

an accident during the race, first aid will be provided and emergency services will be contacted, 

but the organizer will not be held responsible for anything else, so please be careful on your 

own. Please bring your health insurance card with you on the day. 

Smoking is prohibited in the event venue and competition area. 

The race may be canceled at the organizer's discretion due to bad weather or other reasons before 

or during the race. Please note that even in that case, the participation fee will not be 

refunded.  
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SHIN MURAKOSHI: 50 YEARS WITH ORIENTEERING 

TOKYO URBAN ADVENTURE2024 – UNDER THE SKY OF JONAN DISTRICT  

 

 

  

Any change from the previous entry?  Yes     No 

name  club  

sex Male    female   

 

Date of birth 

 

Mobile 

phone nr. 
 

Emergency 

phone number   
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SHIN MURAKOSHI’S 50 YEARS WITH ORIENTEERING: MEMORIAL  

EVENT 3: (29TH APR. 2024) UNDER THE SKY OVER JONAN DISTRICT (IN TOKYO)  

The event will be held Jonan (South of imperial palace) district, where Shin spend his high 

school days with hard work. The district is covered Megurodai-surface and Shimosueyoshi-surface, 

where dissection was progressed and rich in topographic features. In this three years, Shin 

continuously organized Tortoise three days competitions every year and held in his heart the 

desire to leap forward into the world.  Enjoy fascinating navigation with old map and visit 

memorable place of old days of Tokyo and Shin’s days of youth. 

Date: 29th April 2024 (national holiday) 

Arena will be walking distance from Gakugei-daigaku on Tokyu Toyoko line (TY05. 12 minutes from 

Shibuya).  

Detail will be announced for the participants.  

Participation fee 4000 yen (with participation award good) 

Event dedail: 4 hours regaining using old map (Meiji 42 (1909) topographic map of “Setagaya” 

and “Nakano”. Blue color is over printed on stream and wet rice field (which indicate vally) 

Start: 10:00 – 10:30 (free start) 

Capacity: 80 persons 

After party: Will be held nearby between 16:00-18:00 at Yabusoba (Japanese style noodle 

restaurant whose owner is Shin’s old friend) 


